May 2014 – Practice Update
Mrs Dowling did not seek professional advice
from a tax lawyer or an accountant, and had
inadvertently made an excess contribution to her
superannuation fund (Editor: As most taxpayers
are currently only allowed to contribute $450,000
in a three year period).
The Federal Court found that there were no 'special
circumstances' and that the taxpayer was liable for
excess contributions tax of more than $20,000.
Editor: Unfortunately, as the Court took pains to
point out, inadvertently falling foul of the law doesn't
form 'special circumstances'. Ignorance of the law
"may be bliss", but it can also be costly.
If you'd like to discuss your superannuation situation
and how you can maximise your retirement position,
please contact our office.

ATO data matching projects
The ATO has announced that it will conduct the
following three data matching projects:
n
Online selling – the ATO will obtain
details of online sellers who sold goods
and services to the value of $10,000
or more in the 2011/12 and/or 2012/13
financial years via online selling sites.
It will collect data relating to between
15,000 and 25,000 individuals for 2012
and 2013 from eBay Australia & New
Zealand Pty Ltd.
n
Childcare Service and Educator
Payments – the ATO will acquire details
of more than 12,000 taxpayers receiving
taxable Childcare Service and Educator
Payments from the Department of
Education for the 2011/12 and 2012/13
financial years.
n
Qld State Gov't payments and
grants – the ATO will acquire details of
more than 5,000 individuals receiving
taxable payments and grants from the
Queensland State Government for the
2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13 financial
years.

Tax Commissioner’s proposed
'remedial power'
Treasury and the ATO have established a working
group with the private sector to look at creating a
'statutory remedial power' for the Tax Commissioner.

This remedial power would provide a mechanism
for resolving unintended and anomalous outcomes
in the tax law more quickly than is possible through
legislative amendment.
The power may also have a broader benefit for the
tax system, by allowing minor technical corrections
that wouldn’t otherwise happen.
Once the working group finalises its considerations,
Treasury will advise the Government on whether
such a power is appropriate and, if so, what form
it could take.
The ATO has said that it is interested in hearing
thoughts from the general public.

ATO's new initiative to resolve tax
disputes
The ATO has announced an in-house facilitation
process for taxpayers to resolve tax disputes.
Tax agents and their clients are now able to use this
service in audits and objections involving indirect
tax, small business and individual taxpayers, and
private groups and high wealth individuals.
In-house facilitation aims to:
u

resolve less complex disputes more
quickly;

u

provide certainty for tax agents and their
clients; and

u

avoid unnecessary litigation.

The ATO says that it has trained facilitators in each
State and across all areas of the Office.
These facilitators are independent of the audit or
objection and will not make a decision, as their
role is to bring the tax agent, their client, and the
ATO case officer together to discuss areas of
disagreement in an open and transparent way.
What is 'facilitation'?
At a facilitation, taxpayers will have the opportunity
to present their case and their view of the tax issues
and facts in dispute.
The facilitator merely guides the parties through
the process and will help them ensure that there
are open lines of clear communication, and that
messages are correctly received.
Taxpayers are not obliged to participate in facilitation
if it is offered, but if they choose to participate and
the dispute is not resolved, their rights of review
and appeal are not affected in any way.

Please Note: Many of the comments in this publication are general in nature and anyone intending to apply
the information to practical circumstances should seek professional advice to independently verify their
interpretation and the information's applicability to their particular circumstances.

